Computational mapping reveals dramatic effect of Hoogsteen breathing on duplex DNA reactivity with formaldehyde
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ABSTRACT

Formaldehyde has long been recognized as a hazardous environmental agent highly reactive with DNA. Recently, it has been realized that due to the activity of histone demethylation enzymes within the cell nucleus, formaldehyde is produced endogenously, in direct vicinity of genomic DNA. Should it lead to extensive DNA damage? We address this question with the aid of a computational mapping method, analogous to X-ray and nuclear magnetic resonance techniques for observing weakly specific interactions of small organic compounds with a macromolecule in order to establish important functional sites. We concentrate on the leading reaction of formaldehyde with free bases: hydroxymethylation of cytosine amino groups. Our results show that in B-DNA, cytosine amino groups are totally inaccessible for the formaldehyde attack. Then, we explore the effect of recently discovered transient flipping of Watson–Crick (WC) pairs into Hoogsteen (HG) pairs (HG breathing). Our results show that the HG base pair formation dramatically affects the accessibility for formaldehyde of cytosine amino nitrogens within WC base pairs adjacent to HG base pairs. The extensive literature on DNA interaction with formaldehyde is analyzed in light of the new findings. The obtained data emphasize the significance of DNA HG breathing.

INTRODUCTION

Although formaldehyde has long been considered as a chemical hazard capable of damaging DNA, only in recent years it has been realized that formaldehyde forms endogenously within the cell nucleus. It has been established that a process of histone demethylation by recently discovered histone demethylation enzymes inevitably leads to the accumulation of formaldehyde within the cell nucleus, in direct vicinity of DNA [reviewed in (1)]. This may lead to the extensive DNA damage. Most recently, the lethal consequences of the endogenous formaldehyde accumulation in the cell nucleus have been experimentally demonstrated for cells deficient in both the formaldehyde digesting enzyme ADH5 and the enzyme that repairs DNA damages inflicted by formaldehyde (2). These findings put into the forefront the issue of DNA reactivity with formaldehyde and constitute a major motivation of the present work.

Our focus here is not the well-known effect of DNA cross-linking by formaldehyde, which is a very important but very rare event, but the formaldehyde’s chemical reaction with amino and imino groups of DNA bases. Previous attempts to fully understand the reactivity of duplex DNA with respect to formaldehyde on the basis of extensive experimental and theoretical studies (3–10) left a pivotal question unanswered. Although it was convincingly shown that fluctuational openings of base pairs play an important role in the process, there was also a strong indication that a major reaction, hydroxymethylation of the cytosine amino group, proceeds without full base pair openings (8,9). Does it mean that formaldehyde attacks the cytosine amino group directly at the bottom of the B-DNA major groove? This issue could not be resolved before. Herein, we address this question computationally.

The main tool of our analysis is computational solvent mapping, a method originally developed for identification and characterization of binding hot spots on proteins, i.e. smaller regions of the binding site that are major
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occurs with the probability of about 10^{-3}. This mode of DNA consisting in base pair opening, which is much milder than that of the previously extensively studied breathing (14), was overlooked before [see commentaries (15,16)].

Previously, flipping of WC pairs into HG pairs was demonstrated by X-ray crystallography within some DNA–protein complexes, most notably in case of p53 DNA binding to DNA (19). The HG pair is expected to inflict much milder violation on the canonical DNA structure than base pair openings. Still, although stacking interaction between the HG pair and adjacent WC pairs is preserved (Figure 1B), the shorter distances between glycosidic bonds in HG pairs may entail a significant perturbation in the regular structure of the canonical all-WC double helix (B-DNA).

In this work, we describe an extension of the FTMap algorithm (11) to nucleic acids and determine the binding hot spots of DNA structures with WC and HG base pairs. In contrast to proteins, no experimentally determined hot spots are known for DNA structures, but our results agree well with the binding sites of drug-like molecules in the minor groove. In addition to the hot spots in the minor groove, the mapping also reveals a hot spot in the major groove. Once the existence of a hot spot in the major groove was established, we focused on the number and orientation of carbonyl groups from various probes near the amino nitrogen atom of cytosine and also performed mapping calculations using formaldehyde as the additional probe.

Our results show that in case of B-DNA, the cytosine amino groups must be totally inaccessible for formaldehyde reaction. HG pairing increases the accessibility of amino groups of cytosines, participating in WC pairing adjacent to HG pairs, to small molecules, changes the local binding properties of the DNA and dramatically increases the exposure of the amino groups to formaldehyde reaction. In case of regular B-DNA with only WC pairs, no clustering of formaldehyde molecules in close vicinity of cytosine amino groups is observed. In contrast, the incorporation of an HG pair into B-DNA results in very substantial clustering of formaldehyde molecules in close vicinity of the amino group nitrogen of a cytosine participating in WC pairing but adjacent to the HG pair. A substantial portion of the formaldehyde molecules in the cluster have orientation favorable for chemical attack leading to hydroxymethylation of the amino group.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Computational solvent mapping**

The FTMap algorithm (11) was extended for application to nucleic acids and is available as a beta version at http://ftmap.bu.edu/beta. The algorithm includes five computational steps as follows:

**Step 1:** Soft rigid body docking of probe molecules. DNA structures were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (20). All bound ligands, ions and water molecules were removed. We used 16 small molecules as probes (ethanol, isopropanol, tert-butanol, acetone, acetaldehyde, dimethyl ether, cyclohexane, ethane, acetonitrile, urea, methylamine, phenol, benzaldehyde, benzene, acetamide and N,N-dimethylformamide). For each probe, millions of docked conformations were sampled by soft rigid body docking based on

---

**Figure 1.** (A) HG AT and GC+ base pairs between anti-parallel DNA strands. Note that purines in both pairs must assume the unusual syn conformation. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines. (B) Incorporation of HG pairs into the regular double helix. Only HG pairs (light gray) and two adjacent WC pairs (dark gray) are shown. HG pairs are nicely stacked with neighboring WC pairs.
Docking assisted by functional clustering
The initial docking was performed using the FTMap algorithm, simply considering formaldehyde as an additional probe. The formaldehyde positions were clustered and ranked on the basis of their Boltzmann-averaged energies, and six clusters with the lowest average energy were retained. The formaldehyde cluster overlapping with the highest population cluster of CO groups was selected as the most likely region with preference for formaldehyde binding and the lowest energy formaldehyde pose within the cluster was used to represent the most likely bound position.

RESULTS
Identification of the binding hot spots in B-DNA
Although the existence of binding hot spots has been well established for proteins both experimentally (12,13) and computationally (11), no such analyses have been performed for DNA. To see whether similar hot spots exist in DNA, we have mapped a ligand-free B-DNA structure of the \( \text{d(CCGGAATTCCGCG)}_2 \) dodecamer (known as the Dickerson–Drew dodecamer, PDB code 1BNA), because both unbound and ligand-bound structures are available for this sequence. Figure 2A shows the main hot spot from mapping, defined by the largest CS (CS1), which includes 23 probe clusters (shown in cyan, in mesh representation). In addition to the main hot spot, Figure 2A also shows the drug distamycin A bound in the minor groove of B-DNA (PDB code 267D). Figure 2B shows the nine largest CSs that bind probe clusters ranging from 23 in CS1 to 10 in CS9. CSs CS1 (cyan), CS3 (18 probes clusters, yellow) and CS5 (15 probe clusters, purple) overlap the site that binds a variety of drugs. Sites CS2 (20 clusters), CS4 (16 clusters), CS6 (14 clusters), CS7 and CS8 (both 12 clusters) are also in the minor groove, extending the major drug binding site on both sides and are all shown colored in wheat. Finally, CS9 (with 10 probe clusters, shown in blue) is located in the major groove. Figure 2C is a close-up of CS1, CS3 and CS5 in the minor groove and shows the overlap of these hot spots with three drugs (distamycin A, netropsin and diaminidine) bound to DNA. That the main hot spot and the nearby substantial hot spots identified in unbound DNA structures are in the preferred drug binding site supports the hypothesis that the concept of binding hot spots as sites mostly contributing to the binding free energy is transferable to nucleic acids. We note that, based on mapping with 16 different types of probe molecules, a druggable site on a protein comprises a hot spot binding at least 16 probe clusters and one or two adjacent hot spots within reach of a drug-sized molecule (22). The site in the minor groove clearly satisfies these conditions, in agreement with its ability to bind drugs with high affinity.

Note that although the \( \text{d(CCGGAATTCCGCG)}_2 \) dodecamer is a palindrome, i.e. its sequence obeys a dyad symmetry, the X-ray structure of the molecule does not obey the dyad symmetry and, as a result, the distribution of ligands around the dodecamer is asymmetrical (Figure 2). This reflects the well-known effect of the DNA crystal packing on the X-ray structure. So the fact that our computations do not yield the same cluster as CS9 in a position symmetrical to the CS9 spot is not unexpected. A more detailed FTMap analysis reveals a weaker cluster in the vicinity of the spot connected by
the dyad symmetry with the CS9 spot (data not shown). Thus, in this article, in relation to formaldehyde reactivity, we focus on the CS9 hot spot in the major groove.

Influence of HG pairing on surface accessibility of the cytosine amino group

Al-Hashimi and coworkers (14) observed transient sequence-specific excursions away from WC base pairing at CA steps inside canonical duplex DNA toward low-populated, short-lived HG base pairs. As will be described in the ‘Discussion’, reaction with the cytosine amino group is of primary interest for exploring possible effects of HG pairing on formaldehyde reaction with DNA. Increased reactivity most likely requires increased surface accessibility (SA) of the cytosine’s amino nitrogen. We have calculated the accessible surface area of the nitrogen for all possible triplets of bases that include the CA step. For these calculations, we have built structures with CA in the center based on structure of the double-stranded nanomer 5'-ATGTAAHTTC-3' (PDB code 1K61, chain E), where the subscript H indicates HG pairing. In Table 1, we underline the cytosine considered in the accessibility calculation. The results show that the accessibility of the amino nitrogen increases when C is at the 5' side of a HG A>C/T. Furthermore, the SA of the amino nitrogen reaches its maximum when a purine (A or G) is at the 5' side of the cytosine. As HG pairing most significantly increases SA of the cytosine’s amino nitrogen in the triplets GC/AH and AC/AH, we created structures including these triplets in both WC and HG conformations for mapping and docking studies.

Mapping of DNA structures containing ACA or GCA triplets with HG or WC pairing

Mapping results for HG and WC CA steps are similar for the minor groove, but qualitatively different in the major groove. Flipping to HG pairing does not affect the largest consensus cluster, which remains in the minor groove (Figure 2). Herein, we focus on CS9 in the major groove. As shown in the left panels of Figure 3, there are consensus clusters near the cytosine’s amino nitrogen atom with both HG pairs (Figure 3A) and WC pairs (Figure 3C). Although these figures show only the lowest energy structures for each cluster of the bound probes, even visual inspection reveals that the probes, and particularly their polar functional groups, shift toward the amino nitrogen atom (shown as a blue sphere) in the HG structure (Figure 3A). This difference is clearly seen in Figure 3E, which shows the number of probes in spherical intervals around the nitrogen atom. For the HG pair, maximum probe density occurs at 3.6 Å from the nitrogen atom, whereas for the WC pair the maximum shifts to 4.4 Å. Thus, for the HG pair, the entire consensus cluster shifts by about 1 Å toward the reactive group. The number of probe clusters in the consensus clusters also changes, albeit less visibly than the probe density: we observe 15 probe clusters for HG and only 13 for WC pairing. Thus, we conclude that HG pairing not only increases the solvent accessibility of the cytosine amino group but also creates a more preferential site for the binding of small molecules.

Since we are specifically interested in the formaldehyde reaction, we selected the probes with a carbonyl functional group to see whether there is a strong pattern of the carbonyl (CO) moiety binding in the vicinity of the amino nitrogen. Among the probes clustering in this region, four molecules contained a CO moiety (acetone, acetaldehyde, acetamide and urea). We have selected these probes contained in the consensus cluster in the major groove and clustered the positions of their carbonyl groups using a 1.5 Å clustering radius (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). Figure 3B and D shows the CO group closest to the geometric center of the highest population cluster formed by the CO groups for HG and WC pairing, respectively. As with total probe density, the CO distribution shifts toward the amino nitrogen atom in the structure with HG pairing. Figure 3F shows the number of CO groups in spherical intervals around the amino nitrogen atom for both HG and WC pairings. For the
HG pairing, the CO groups form a compact cluster at 3.6 Å from the nitrogen atom. In contrast, for DNA with WC pairing, the density distribution is very diffuse, with a minor peak at 4.4 Å, but a large fraction of probes with CO groups is >5 Å away from the amino nitrogen. The same statistics have also been calculated for a structure with the GCA triplet (Supplementary Figures S1 and S2). The results are qualitatively similar to the ones for the ACA triplet. For HG pairing, both the peak probe density and peak CO group density are at 3.6 Å, about 0.8 Å closer to the amino nitrogen atom than for WC pairing. The maximum values of both the probe and the CO group density for GCA triplet with the HG pairing are slightly lower than the corresponding values observed in DNA with an ACA triplet. Thus, the transition to HG pairing provides better access for small molecules to the cytosine nitrogen atom in DNA with an ACA triplet than in a DNA with GCA triplet, but changing from WC to HG pairing has a strong effect in both cases.

Distribution of formaldehyde positions around the amino nitrogen of cytosine

In order to study the interactions between formaldehyde and DNA with WC or HG pairing, we considered DNA structures that include the ACA triplet, docked formaldehyde to the structures without any constraints on the binding site and clustered the low-energy poses using a 2.5 Å clustering radius (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). As expected for small ligands (18), low-energy formaldehyde clusters were located in all hot spots shown in Figure 2, including the minor and major grooves. To find the most likely formaldehyde position in the major groove and in a region with preference for a carbonyl group, we applied a recently introduced filtering algorithm (22) and selected the formaldehyde pose that overlaps with the highest population cluster of CO groups identified by the mapping as described in the previous section. Since we used a small (1.5 Å) radius, the CO cluster is small, and this approach selects a single formaldehyde pose, discarding potentially spurious poses that arise from docking. Figure 4 shows the density of low-energy formaldehyde poses (in a transparent surface representation) and the selected formaldehyde pose for HG (purple) and WC (green) pairing, indicating that both the density of poses and the lowest energy formaldehyde position are shifted closer to the amino nitrogen by ~1 Å upon the WC to HG flipping. Figure 4B shows the distributions of formaldehyde positions in the hot spot around the amino nitrogen for DNA with HG and WC pairing. According to these results, for the ACA triplet the distribution shifts toward the amino nitrogen in the HG pair by >1 Å. Thus, the formation of an HG pair next to the C*G pair entails the formation of a formaldehyde cluster located in the major groove in close proximity to the cytosine amino group’s nitrogen. As a result, a significant fraction of molecules in the cluster become very well positioned to attack the nitrogen lone pair with formaldehyde’s carbon atom, exactly the mechanism for the amino group hydroxymethylation, according to ab initio quantum mechanical data (23,24). For the GCA triplet, the shift of the formaldehyde cluster toward the amino nitrogen atom is somewhat smaller, but it is still substantial, confirming that the increased access of formaldehyde to the amino nitrogen atom remains valid, independently of the nature of the HG pair adjacent to the cytosine under consideration.

To further prove that only amino nitrogens next to an HG pair are accessible for formaldehyde molecules, we have docked formaldehyde to four additional B-DNA crystal structures of good resolution, all in WC pairing (Supplementary Table S1). The results show that formaldehyde molecules cluster predominantly in the minor groove of the DNA double helix, whereas the cytosine amino group is located in the major groove. In all cases, neither a cluster was observed in the major groove at all or a cluster similar to one in Figure 4A was formed, always at least 4 Å apart from the cytosine amino nitrogen (data not shown). This makes it impossible for formaldehyde molecules within the cluster to attack the nitrogen lone pair, which is a necessary condition for the amino group hydroxymethylation (23,24). This demonstrates that the reactive CO group interacts with the amino nitrogen of the adjacent cytosine only in DNA structures with HG pairing. This result extends to other aldehydes. We have performed CO density assisted docking of acetaldehyde to HG pairs, which revealed that the results are almost identical with the ones we have obtained for formaldehyde (Supplementary Figure S3).

**DISCUSSION**

The substantial increase in the availability of DNA structures in the Protein Data Bank (20), coupled with improved modeling and visualization tools (25–27), demonstrated that interactions between DNA and other molecules, including proteins and small ligands, frequently occur in non-canonical regions of the DNA (28–31). In particular, we already mentioned that flipping of WC pairs into HG pairs was observed in a complex of DNA
with the p53 protein (19). Thus, it is expected that the spontaneous transition to HG pairing, as demonstrated by Al-Hashimi and coworkers (14), will influence the binding properties. Herein, we show, for the first time, that the HG pair formation indeed affects binding as well as the reactivity of DNA. We have chosen formaldehyde as a chemical agent and the cytosine amino group as the target. Our data show a dramatic effect of HG base pairs on the accessibility for formaldehyde attack of the amino group of cytosines adjacent to HG pairs. Indeed, in the case of the all-WC duplex, either no substantial cluster is formed in the major groove or the closest formaldehyde cluster is located in the major groove farther than 4 Å from the amino group’s nitrogen. By contrast, when an HG base pair is next to the WC GC pair under consideration, the cluster forms near the cytosine amino group and a significant portion of formaldehyde molecules in the cluster have orientation favorable for attacking the nitrogen lone pair, which is the initial step of hydroxymethylation. Thus, our hot spot mapping data indicate that while the all-WC duplex must be totally non-reactive for formaldehyde with respect to the cytosine amino groups, the formation of HG pairs makes these groups’ hydroxymethylation very much possible.

How do our results, together with the HG breathing concept (14), fit the extensive literature on DNA reaction with formaldehyde? To answer this question, let us first briefly summarize the picture of DNA reaction with
Formaldehyde as it emerged on the basis of extensive experimental and theoretical studies made over two decades ago (3–10).

Formaldehyde hydroxymethylates amino and imino groups of DNA bases. However, the rate constants and the equilibrium constants of the reaction significantly differ for different groups (5,6):

(i) The guanine imino group is not hydroxymethylated.
(ii) The thymine imino group’s reaction with formaldehyde is characterized by very high forward and reverse kinetic constants, which both strongly depend on pH, while their ratio, the equilibrium constant, is pH-independent and is much smaller than corresponding constants for amino groups.
(iii) The cytosine amino group has the largest forward kinetic constant and the largest equilibrium constant of reaction thus playing the leading role among amino groups.
(iv) Although reactions with guanine and adenine amino groups have to be allowed for in a quantitative theoretical analysis, they are much less important than the reaction with cytosine amino group and can be neglected within the first approximation.

In WC pairs, imino groups are totally inaccessible for reaction. Therefore, the imino reaction may proceed exclusively due to base pair breathing. Traditionally, it has been assumed that only base pair openings make imino group’s hydroxymethylation possible. Discovery of the HG breathing does not change the situation. Indeed, the thymine imino group remains inaccessible in the HG A\(\overline{T}\) pair (Figure 1). Although in case of the HG G\(\overline{C}\) pair, the guanine imino group does not participate in the inter-base hydrogen bonding, this is immaterial as guanine imino group does not react with formaldehyde anyway (see (i) above). Thus, only full breathing, consisting of base pair openings, can allow imino group hydroxymethylation. And, obviously, the corresponding A\(\overline{T}\) base pair must remain open as long as the imino group remains hydroxymethylated. We conclude that with respect to reaction with imino groups, the traditional picture based on only one breathing mode (base pair openings (7)) remains unchanged when accounting for HG breathing.

Let us turn now to the amino group reaction. Due to item (iii) above, we will consider only the reaction with cytosine. In contrast with imino groups, reaction with amino groups does not prevent the reformation of WC base pairs, although such pairs containing hydroxymethylated amino group are weakened (32). Now, we approach the central point of our analysis. Does reaction with amino groups necessarily require ‘deep’ breathing (base pair openings) or it is possible otherwise? Since, in contrast to imino groups, cytosine amino groups are not buried deep inside the double helix but are located at the bottom of the major groove, one can assume an ‘outside’ reaction of formaldehyde with the cytosine amino group, which somehow proceeds in the all-WC B-DNA although much slower than in open pairs (9,10,33). But the results presented here make this reaction route very unlikely: they do not leave any possibility for formaldehyde molecules to attack the cytosine amino group in all-WC B-DNA. At the same time, detailed computer simulations of the kinetics of DNA reaction with formaldehyde showed that the overall reaction was significantly slower than in experiment if the reaction with amino groups could proceed only via full base pair openings (8,9). That is why the ‘outside’ reaction was invoked in the first place ((9,10); note that the ‘outside’ reaction was also detected by Demidov in specially designed DNA melting experiments (33)).

It was understood that the ‘outside reaction’ could be a result of some base pair ‘breathings’ other than full base pair openings (9,10,33), but the nature of these fluctuations has remained a total mystery over the past 25 years. The results presented here suggest that the ‘outside’ reaction may proceed due to HG breathing, which makes amino groups of cytosines adjacent to transiently formed HG base pairs readily accessible for formaldehyde attack. The slow-down of the ‘outside’ reaction when compared with unsheltered cytosines (which is about \(10^{-2}\)) (9,10,33) may be roughly considered as an estimate of the probability of HG breathing, which is in reasonable agreement with the HG breathing probability based on NMR data (14). Of course, this is only a very rough
estimate since it is done under several assumptions, first of all that the rate of reaction for cytosine participating in WC pairing is the same as for free cytosine.

Based on our current findings and on extensive computer simulations of the kinetics of DNA unwinding by formaldehyde (8–10), we arrive at the following picture of the process of DNA interaction with formaldehyde, which quantitatively explains all its features. When duplex DNA is exposed to formaldehyde, no hydroxymethylation is possible for the ‘ground’ state of DNA, which is the all-WC B-form. The process of hydroxymethylation proceeds via two types of fluctuations: transient base pair openings and transient flipping of WC pairs into HG pairs. The former events lead to a very fast formation of a stationary fraction of open $\text{A} \cdot \text{T}$ base pairs with hydroxymethylated thymine imino groups (see item (ii) above and computer simulations in (8)), whereas the latter events lead to accumulation of substantially weakened $\text{G} \cdot \text{hmC}$ pairs, where $\text{hmC}$ are cytosines hydroxymethylated by their amino groups. Adenines in open $\text{A} \cdot \text{T}$ pairs as well as cytosines and adenines in the adjacent base pairs become easily accessible to hydroxymethylation by their amino groups because they are not protected any more by stacking with adjacent base pairs. In parallel, accumulation of weak $\text{G} \cdot \text{hmC}$ pairs results in local melting of weakened regions in DNA making all bases in the region fully accessible for reaction with formaldehyde. Eventually, accumulation of hydroxymethylated amino groups, of both cytosine and adenine, throughout DNA results in full separation of the DNA strands.

As shown by our results, computational mapping provides a highly sensitive tool for determining the effects of DNA conformational changes on the binding of small molecules. The method has been used in similar fashion for the comparison of protein binding sites in different environments (22,34). Mapping exhaustively explores the rotational/translational space of each probe molecule on a dense grid, and thus in principle provides detailed information on the energy landscape. Since the number of conformations generated is close to a million, we can retain and analyze only a number of the lowest energy clusters, which describe the low-energy regions of the landscape for each probe. However, these are the regions that are most likely to bind the probes, and the distributions of low-energy probe positions provide more exhaustive information on the energy landscape than methods generating a finite number of trajectories (e.g. Monte Carlo, molecular dynamics or Brownian dynamics).
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